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PLANNING TEAM:
Team must include parent(s), community member(s), teacher(s), and student(s)
(for secondary schools).
Name

Title

Jamie Ann Hopton

Principal

Angelica Del Rio

Parent Representative

Fernando Legaria

Community Representative

Lana McLaughlin

K-5 Instructional Specialist

Debbie Miller

Dyslexia Interventionists

Kevin Kaelin

PE Teacher

Tracey Skaggs

Counselor

Teresa Rambo

4th grade Teacher

Jennifer Cagle

Kindergarten Teacher

Robert Watkins

5th grade Teacher

Cara Boyd

3rd grade Teacher

Jenna Thomas

1st grade Teacher

Lisa Coon

Process Coordinator

Carol Glover

Financial Secretary

Cecilia Carrillo

Paraprofessional
2nd grade Teacher (TBD)

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Please describe in detail, one to two paragraphs, your identified needs based on
the data provided below. You may include other data sources such as
attendance, behavior, perceptual, etc. This should be a narrative and will be used
in developing your school improvement goals. In the second box, please list
some celebrations and reflections of success that document your good work!
In reviewing our data as we are working toward increasing reading proficiency, we have noted
that our vocabulary scores continue to stay low. Based on Istation data from 2021-2022, All
grades but third were in Level 2 range for the majority of the year. Third grade was mostly in
Level 3. While all grades have seen an upward trajectory based on Istation vocabulary results
it has not been enough of a gain to move us into the higher levels of proficiency. We have
been focusing on increasing our knowledge in literacy and math as we are implementing new
curricular resources in both subject areas and will continue to do so. We will work on building
vocabulary in all subject areas in 2022-2023. Mrs. Newhart will help us with identifying
resources and specific strategies that can be used in all content areas to specifically address
vocabulary instruction. We will monitor reading scores and vocabulary scores monthly next
year.
Last year, we were able to have 96% of our families connected through Dojo. This year
(21-22) we flux between 98 and 100%. Our May 16, 2022 report shows 99% of our families
connected through Class Dojo. We want to make sure our 100% is consistently upheld, but
with mobility we must continuously work on keeping this number up. Our families are getting
more used to using ClassDojo as a two-way communication tool. We have 63% of our
teachers who have utilized the Class Story feature to share ongoing learning with families, but
we need to increase that percentage. We will set quarterly, or maybe monthly, goals to ensure
all teachers are using the components to keep our families engaged throughout the school
year. Our quarterly family events have gone well even though many had to be through a
virtual format. We are looking forward to connecting with our families through interactive
activities at least once a quarter next year.

REASONS TO CELEBRATE
*Our May 16, 2022 review of Class Dojo data shows we have 99% of our families connected.
That’s an increase of 4% since last year.
*When reviewing our end of year Lindamood Bell Testing results with our intervention team,
we noted student growth in most of our students. We placed twenty students on the possible
dismissal list, but will make final decisions once we have seen our ACT Aspire data on our
upper elementary students.
*Our teachers have risen to the challenge of implementing a new Learning Management
System (Schoology) in addition to two new core curriculum resources (Benchmark Literacy
and Eureka Math). It has been a challenging year, but our teams are working on implementing
these and continue to learn through implementation.
*We had great turnout for our family engagement events even though some had to be virtual.
We were able to have special guests for our Kick off (1st quarter) event where we shared
important information for our families on everything from how to sign up for ClassDojo to
Resources used to help our students do better in Math/Literacy to resources available to
families for planning better nutritional meals. Our 2nd quarter, we held a family reading event.
For the 3rd quarter, we had a STEAM night and our families engaged in interactive activities
for Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics. Our most recent family event
was our 4th quarter “FINISH STRONG NIGHT” and we were able to hold this in person on
campus. Each grade level had interactive activities for families to help students push hard to
finish the year strongly. We also had representatives from the Public Library helping students
sign up for a library card, representatives from the Adult Education Center to show families
what resources are available, and we shared information for helping children read and helping
our 5th graders be more comfortable with transitioning to Middle School next year.
*We had a cafecito in February to help our families understand the ELPA 21 test and Imagine
Learning resources available for our students who are learning English as their second
language.
*Kindergarten and First Grade Math istation scores increased level 3-5 students by over 55%
from September to May.

Sutton Elementary
2021-2022ACT Aspire % Exceeding/Ready*

Grade
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Math

3rd

4th

5th

*This chart will be completed upon receipt of the results of the
2021-2022 state assessments, approximately August 1, 2022.

IDENTIFIED GOALS
Based on identified needs, develop at least one SMART goal with interventions
and practices for effectiveness.

GOAL 1
Sutton students will increase their reading scores on the 2023 ACT
Aspire by 10% for the Ready/Proficient category and decrease the
number of students scoring in need of support by 10%.

Write a SPECIFIC
goal.
Who/What/Where/
How/When

MEASURABLE:
I know I have
reached my goal
when...

Who: All staff through Professional Learning Community (PLC)
teams
What: Utilize Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures (Kagan) and
data analysis to plan purposeful lessons to target student needs.
Where: All classes, all grade levels
How: Continuous training on district resources, PLCs, Kagan, and
interventions.
When: Ongoing
We will utilize Istation assessments to monitor progress toward this
goal.
We will know when we have met the goal when we have at least a
5% increase in Reading scores.
K-2 (Assessments are September, January, and April)
3-5 (Monthly ISIP reports are reviewed for Literacy)
* Students in the close and in need of support categories will be
identified based on Spring 2022 data in the Fall of 2022.

ATTAINABLE:
Item(s) I need to
achieve this goal.

* We will use the monthly Istation assessments to monitor student
progress, refocus intervention needs, and develop goals with
students.
* Training will continue through PLCs on reviewing data and
utilizing that data to plan instruction.
* Continuous training and implementation of Kagan Cooperative
Learning Structures to increase student engagement in all
curricular areas.

* Goals will be set at the school, grade, and classroom level.

RELEVANT:

This goal is a step toward our ultimate goal of ALL students
learning at high levels. Improving student achievement and
engagement are necessities and high priorities. When students
are engaged and able to perform at grade level and beyond, they
are able to be successful not only at school, but in life.

List why you want to
reach this goal.
Include a Vision 2023 2023 Goal: Instruction: Each student will have high-quality
reference.
instruction that targets their identified individual needs from PK
through graduation.

TIMELY:

We hope to achieve this step by May 2023. We will then reassess
and make our next goal to continuously reach higher and higher.

I will reach my goal
by what date?

Target Date: May 2023 (ACT Aspire Assessments)

Halfway date?

Halfway Date: December 2022 ( Istation Assessments)

GOAL 2
Improve parent involvement by having 100% of our families

Write a SPECIFIC
goal.
Who/What/Where/
How/When

MEASURABLE:
I know I have
reached my goal
when...

connected through Class Dojo and providing authentic, relevant,
opportunities for two-way home/school communication and
hands-on ways to support their child’s academic, emotional, and
physical well being during the 2022-2023 school year.
Who: All families, all staff
What: Events and Two-Way communication methods to increase
parent involvement
Where: At school and Online options
How: Through physical and virtual avenues
When: Ongoing throughout the school year, not just
Parent/Teacher conferences.
There are multiple ways to document this goal (Physical sign in
sheets for events held at school, logs through agendas/folders,
class dojo, surveys, etc.)
As a school team, we will know when we have met our goal when
we have 100% of our families connected through Class Dojo and

improved participation in school events and parent opportunities
throughout the school year.
*Start up front with training parents/guardians on how to sign up
for Class Dojo and make sure they are aware of all the methods of
communication (folders, agendas, dojo, email, planning hours,
etc.).

ATTAINABLE:
Item(s) I need to
achieve this goal.

*Plan out the school year events ahead of time to share with
families at the onset of the school year. We will plan at least an
event each quarter to connect and engage with our families.
*Document events throughout the year.
*Gather information from families to continue to improve and meet
our families’ needs.

RELEVANT:

Having parents working with educators creates a solid learning
environment that focuses on the needs of all students and all
families. When families are involved in the education process, our
students will be more successful.

List why you want to
reach this goal.
Include a Vision 2023 Vision 2023 Goal: Learning Environment: Each student will have
instructionally supportive learning environments that are safe,
reference.
nurturing, and welcoming.

TIMELY:

This is an ongoing goal. We will document all activities, outreach
opportunities, and communication outlets.

I will reach my goal
by what date?

Target Date: May 2023

Halfway date?

Halfway Date: End of First Semester, December 2022

GOAL 3
Increase vocabulary understanding in all content areas

Write a SPECIFIC
goal.
Who/What/Where/
How/When

MEASURABLE:
I know I have
reached my goal
when...

Who: All staff through PLC teams with the assistance of Mrs.
Newhart (Literacy Coordinator)
What: Increase vocabulary knowledge and understanding across
all content areas.
Where: All grades, all classes
How: By focusing on specific strategies for teaching and
understanding vocabulary across the content areas.
When: Ongoing
We will know we have met our goal when students are able to
move students out of the red and yellow (levels 1 and 2) in Istation
for vocabulary and move them into the higher green levels (3,4,5).
We can utilize monthly Istation scores to monitor vocabulary level
on the monthly assessments.
Each grade level will be able to monitor usage of new vocabulary
within the content areas through reading, writing, and content area
common formative assessments (CFAs).
*Training for all teams on specific vocabulary strategies

ATTAINABLE:
Item(s) I need to
achieve this goal.

RELEVANT:

*Work with Mrs. Newhart to continue our efforts throughout the
school year.
* Utilize the district resources for vocabulary instruction and
comprehension.
Vocabulary is a key component for language comprehension that
is needed in order for students to comprehend what they are
reading. By helping our students understand key vocabulary in all
content areas, our students will be better prepared to understand
reading in content of all subject areas as well.

List why you want to
reach this goal.
Include a Vision 2023 Vision 2023 Goal: Instruction: Each student will have high-quality
reference.
instruction that targets their identified individual needs from PK
through graduation.

TIMELY:

This is an important skill for all grade levels.

I will reach my goal
by what date?

End Date: May 2023

Halfway date?

Halfway Date: December 2022

MID-YEAR GOAL MONITORING
To Be Completed at the end of the first Semester - (December 2022)
Describe progress made towards achieving each goal. Be specific and include
measurable data.
GOAL 1: Sutton students will increase their reading scores on the 2023 ACT Aspire by 10%
for the Ready/Proficient category and decrease the number of students scoring in need of
support by 10%.

Progress towards meeting Goal 1:

GOAL 2: Improve parent involvement by having 100% of our families connected through
Class Dojo and providing authentic, relevant, opportunities for two-way home/school
communication and hands-on ways to support their child’s academic, emotional, and physical
well being during the 2022-2023 school year.
Progress towards meeting Goal 2:

GOAL 3: Increase vocabulary understanding in all content areas
Progress towards meeting Goal 3:
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LITERACY PLAN
Fort Smith Public Schools will ensure that K-12 students will have access to a
guaranteed, viable curriculum aligned to promote grade-level reading proficiency
through district essential standards.

STAT[ R[

UIREMENTS

Fort Smith Public Schools will ensure
that K-12 teachers are provided with
ongoing, job-embedded
professional development in areas
related to the Science of Reading
to better equip then to support
students in all tiers of instruction.

•

R-I-S-E

DISTRICT CUIZRICULUM
Fort Smith Public Schools will obtain the resources
necessary to support teachers and students with
implementation of the new K-5 literacy adoption
and 6-12 courses aligned with the Science of
Reading.
Fort Smith Public Schools will assess regularly to
plan for instruction and intervention to ensure that
students demonstrate progress towards mastering
the essential standards.
Fort Smith Public Schools will provide Dyslexia
intervention through SPIRE,an Intensive Reading
Intervention for Nonreaders and Struggling
Readers.
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FINAL EVALUATION OF PRIOR YEAR (2021-2022)
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(As required by the Arkansas Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education as part of the current year School Improvement Plan)

Describe the progress made towards the completion of EACH goal in your
PRIOR YEAR (2021-2022) school improvement plan. Please identify if each goal
has been met, continues to be a goal for 2022-2023, or has been removed.
GOAL 1: Increase literacy, math, and science proficiency by at least 5% on the Istation (K-2
Literacy/Math) and ACT Aspire Summative (3-6 Literacy/Math/Science) by April/May 2022..
Who: All staff through PLC teams
What: Utilize Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures and data analysis to plan purposeful
lessons to target student needs.
Where: All classes, all grade levels
How: Continuous training on district resources, PLCs, Kagan, and interventions.
When: Ongoing

MET
X

NOT MET
CONTINUED IN 2022-2023 PLAN

X

REMOVED

DESCRIPTION:
We are waiting on ACT Aspire scores to determine if we met this goal based on ACT
Aspire data. Based on our Istation scores we have not met this goal.
We are removing this specific goal, but will not be removing the focus on improving
these core academic areas. We will focus more specifically on vocabulary instruction in
all content areas and on improving reading levels specifically to align with our district
reading initiative. We will have two academic goals for the coming year: Improving

Reading Scores and Improving vocabulary comprehension/understanding across all
content areas. Kindergarten has moved from 11 students in level 3-5 in September to
30 in May. First grade has moved from 20 students in level 3-5 in September to 21
students in May. Second grade has gone from 28 students in level 3-5 in September to
29 students in May. Third grade has gone from 21 students in level 3-5 in September to
29 students in May. Fourth grade has gone from 23 students in level 3-5 in September
to 24 students in May. Fifth grade students have gone from 26 in level 3-5 in September
to 37 in May.

Istation Math Scores
Kindergarten: Kindergarten moved from 31 students in level 3-5 in September to 54 in
May.
First Grade: First grade has moved from 20 students in level 3-5 in September to 37 in
May.
Second Grade: Second grade started with 64 students in levels 1 and 2 in September
and reduced this number to 45 in May.

Third Grade: Third grade had 31 students in levels 1 and 2 in September and increased
this number to 61 in May. The number of students in levels 3-5 stayed the same all year
at 6.
Fourth Grade: Fourth grade had 48 students in levels 1 and 2 in September and
increased this number to 55 in May. Levels 3-5 decreased from 14 in September to 10
in May.
Fifth Grade: Fifth grade increased the number of students in levels 3-5 from 1 in
September to 7 in May. The number of students in levels 1 and 2 in September
increased from 37 to 59 in May.

GOAL 2: Improve parent involvement by having 100% of our families connected through
Class Dojo and providing authentic, relevant, opportunities for two-way home/school
communication and hands-on ways to support their child’s academic, emotional, and physical
well being during the 2021-2022 school year.
Who: All families, all staff
What: Events and Two-Way communication methods to increase parent involvement
Where: At school and Online options
How: Through physical and virtual avenues
When: Ongoing throughout the school year, not just P/T conferences.

MET
X

NOT MET

X

CONTINUED IN 2022-2023 PLAN
REMOVED

DESCRIPTION:
We are continuing to work toward having 100% family connection through Class Dojo. With
mobility, we continuously work on this goal as we can have 100% one day, but then have
students move out or in, that changes our percentage until we can get families connected again.
99% of our families are connected through Class Dojo this year. That is a 3% increase from last
year. Our overall average class percentage is 95-96% with a range from 80%-100% for each
classroom.

Our teachers/parents utilized the messenger feature to communicate between home
and school in a safe message format with translation options. However, only 63% of our
teachers utilize the Class Story feature to share the learning throughout the school year.
We want to increase this percentage next year. We will set goals for each quarter or
maybe for each month beginning in the fall when we return for the coming school year.

GOAL 3: Reduce the number of chronic absentees and excessive discipline referrals by at
least 10% by the end of May 2022.
Who: All staff will be involved in the process.
What: Reduce the number of students on the chronic absentee list and excessive referrals list.
Where: All grades, all classes
How: By focusing on the causes and creating goals for improvement.
When: During the 2021-2022 school year.

MET
X

NOT MET
CONTINUED IN 2022-2023 PLAN

X

REMOVED

DESCRIPTION:
Our Office Discipline Referrals (ODR’s) for year 21-22 are down to 244 compared to the
previous year of 297, an 8% decrease. Our highest number of referrals come from our
3rd and 5th grade classes. Of these classes the majority come out of our Opportunity
Center (OC) classes and are from the same 2 or 3 students. This accounts for 53% of
our 3rd grade ODR’s.
Although we are removing this goal from our School Improvement Plan, we will not
remove our focus on reducing the number of referrals or improving attendance. We
focused on reducing chronic absenteeism by having our support team designate
students who were on the at risk list to check in regularly. We will continue to identify
students with excessive referrals and absences to plan supports to help reduce those
areas as needed.

